GUIDELINES FOR REVIEWERS

Please consider the following when reviewing an article:

- it is desirable to keep the review concise and not to exceed the provided space on the form; if the space is insufficient the review can be written outside of the form;
- the review should include a brief abstract of the paper’s content, evaluate its scientific significance and relevance, and its appropriateness to the thematic scope of the Social Ecology journal;
- special attention should be paid to the methodological aspects of the paper;
- please check whether the article complies with the standards of the Social Ecology journal (abstract, key words, references, table and chart descriptions, etc.);
- any suggestions requiring the author to correct the article should be substantiated and concrete;
- if you consider the article acceptable for publication in Social Ecology, please suggest its classification (original scientific article, preliminary communication, review article, professional article or scientific / professional paper presented at a conference) and mark the appropriate one on the review form;
- finally, please sign the review and enter the review date.

Article classification according to the Hrčak Editorial board guidelines:

1. **Original scientific article** reports unpublished results of original research. The scientific information of the paper is exposed so that the accuracy of the analysis, on which the results are based, can be verified.
2. **Preliminary communication** reports unpublished preliminary results of an original research in progress that requires prompt publication. The paper doesn’t have to contain all the necessary information to enable reproducibility or verification of the results.
3. **Review article** reports original, concise and critical survey of a specific research field, or its subfield, in which the author is actively involved. The paper must emphasise an author’s original contribution to the field, regarding already published works and their review.
4. **Professional article** reports already known, published results of original research focusing on its practical application or on its dissemination (educational purpose). The paper contains useful contributions from the field of the profession that are not related to the original author's research, and the presented observations do not have to be novelty in that field.
5. **Scientific / professional paper presented at a conference** is a communication previously presented at the scientific conference that must be published in the form of the complete article.